What's the Difference between The High Hand the Book and The High Hand the Movie? Drama. The High Hand. vote. Released Have you ever waited for your favorite book to be turned into a movie? Then when it finally happens you barely recognize it on the big screen? Did they change the ending? The book is printed on high quality paper so you really don’t need to worry about ink bleeds. Mye really thought of everything! Personally I think this is one of the best books for hand lettering beginners and even if you scraped all the best content from the internet, it still wouldn’t match up to this book. Check out the book on Amazon. 2. THE ABC OF CUSTOM LETTERING by Ivan Castro. The author of the Detailing Hand Book would like to express his deepest and sincerest gratitude to the following persons. Without the contributions made by these individuals this book would not have been completed. Thank you to Steve Bassignani (a/k/a Bass) for providing several of the pictures used in Chapter IX: Engine Detailing.